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Assisted Living, Memory Care, Skilled Nursing & Rehabilitation in Hudson, NH

Caring for our community since 1951












View Our Amenities



Apply Now



Contact Us







Call Us







 




	Fairview Rehabilitation & Skilled Nursing (603) 882-5261
	Laurel Place Assisted Living (603) 883-2419
	The Inn at Fairview Memory Care (603) 816-0070
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1 Community, 4 Levels of Senior Care

At Fairview Senior Living, we provide an unparalleled level of personalized, compassionate care. Our expertly trained staff takes the time to develop a deep personal connection with each resident, curating individualized care plans that address every unique need and outcome goal.

We recognize the importance of providing an atmosphere that genuinely feels like home whether . Our wide range of services, amenities, and activities are designed to ensure our residents are comfortable, happy, and fulfilled.

Our Community in Hudson offers Assisted Living, Memory care, and Skilled Nursing & Rehabilitation.

Learn About Our Community

Take the 5-Minute Senior Living Survey


















Levels of Care
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Skilled Nursing Care

Our compassionate clinical team takes the time to get to know every resident and their families to provide an unparalleled level of personalized care. We develop tailored plans to meet specific needs and outcome goals.





Learn More




+
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Assisted Living at Laurel Place

At Laurel Place Assisted Living, you’re living independently, but you are never alone. We provide a worry-free, secure environment for you to continue to live healthily and happily.





Learn More




+
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Memory Care at The Inn

We provide specialized care for individuals living with memory impairment. Our expertly trained staff helps create an individualized program for each resident, giving them the ability to enjoy all the comforts of home in a compassionate environment.





Learn More




+
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Rehabilitation

We work diligently to provide a smooth transition from our therapy programs to your home. We want to help you recover from surgery, illness, injury, or a serious medical event as quickly and safely as possible while supporting you every step of the way.





Learn More




+
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Awards and Recognition
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Our Location

















Compassionate Care in Hudson, New Hampshire

You can find us at 203 Lowell Road in Hudson, New Hampshire.

Easily Accessible

Our community is easily accessible from Hampshire Drive and Lowell Road.


Address


203 Lowell Road

Hudson, New Hampshire 03051


 





Contact Information

Phone:
603-882-5261

Email:
[email protected]


 	Fairview Rehabilitation & Skilled Nursing

	Steve Pazulski
	(603) 882-5261
	[email protected]


	Laurel Place Assisted Living

	Sylvie Cotnoir
	(603) 883-2419
	[email protected]


	The Inn at Fairview Memory Care

	Greg Batchelder
	(603) 816-0070
	[email protected]








Contact Us

 


















Photo Gallery
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Have a Question ? 



























Connect With Us On Facebook











Used for the like, share, comment, and reaction icons 












This message is only visible to admins.

Problem displaying Facebook posts. Backup cache in use.



Error: (#200) Provide valid app ID

Type: OAuthException















Follow Us On Instagram





fairviewseniorliving

















Today's solar eclipse was nothing short of extraor


 [image: Today's solar eclipse was nothing short of extraordinary!🌞🌑✨  As we stood together marveling at the beauty above, it was a reminder that regardless of our differences, we are all part of something much larger than ourselves. The eclipse served as a moment of reflection, prompting us to pause and appreciate the beauty of the natural world and our place within it. Let us carry this sense of wonder and togetherness forward, cherishing the moments that unite us💛]
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A heartfelt thank you to @ducksfordementia!🌟
W
 [image: A heartfelt thank you to @ducksfordementia!🌟  We are deeply touched and so grateful to Ducks For Dementia and the inspiring young founder, David, for selecting The Inn at Fairview as one of the recipients of their toy duck donation to our State of New Hampshire.  Ducks For Dementia’s mission to bring smiles to people with dementia in memory care communities is both heartwarming and impactful. David started Ducks for Dementia in honor of his Dad and Grandma, both of whom faced the challenges of dementia for many years. Witnessing the joy these toy ducks brought to his loved ones inspired David to create this charity.  As you can see, our residents absolutely love the ducks! Thank you to Ducks For Dementia, David, and the entire team for their kindness, generosity, and dedication to making a positive impact in the lives of others💛  You can learn more about David and the Ducks For Dementia journey to all 50 states by visiting www.DucksforDementia.com]
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Gloomy weather is no match for Kailee, our beloved


 [image: Gloomy weather is no match for Kailee, our beloved therapy dog! Her sweet face and comforting presence never fail to bring smiles to our faces🥰🐾]
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Happy 46th Anniversary to George and Sandy Tebbett
[image: Happy 46th Anniversary to George and Sandy Tebbetts!🥳 Your commitment to each other is a beautiful testament to the power of love and devotion💖]
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